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What is the 
most cost effective way 

to promote a healthier and  
more productive workforce?

VariTask Lines:
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 VariTask
Height Adjustable Workstations

®

Research shows  
82% of workers surveyed 
would prefer the flexibility 

of a height-adjustable 
workstation.

Payback can be sweet. 
Recoup your investment  
with VariTask in less than 

ten months.

Keep workers’ comp  
costs low and your  

employees invigorated  
at work with VariTask.

Adding height adjustable 
workstations is good  
for business. Improve  

productivity with VariTask.

All high pressure laminate surfaces are 
available in over 400 Wilsonart or Nevamar 
finishes at no additional upcharge.

Mayline’s White Glove Service provides 
delivery, assembly and removal of 
packaging for the low price of 
10% of list.

All VariTask height adjustable bases comply with 
the GREENGUARD Environmental Institute’s (GEI)
GREENGUARD Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) standards  
for low-emitting products and materials.



LT
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VariTask

VariTask LT’s unprecedented  
affordability and unique patent pending  

design, make it possible to provide height- 

adjustability into a workstation at a minimal cost 

when compared to fixed height desks.

Hands down, VariTask LT provides sit-to-stand adjustment at a cost any  

organization, large or small, can now afford. Whether it’s a new installation or 

retrofitting a current system, VariTask LT is the most cost effective solution on the 

market today. When considering all the benefits of height adjustability, whether it’s 

healthier employees, increased productivity or trying to accommodate a diverse 

workforce, VariTask LT is the clear choice.
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VariAffordable

Model Shown 655LT



LT

Although important, providing a sustainable work environment needs to go  

beyond environmental issues and meeting furniture emission standards. This 

is only part of an employer’s obligation. To be truly sustainable, employers 

must also strive to provide a work environment that does no harm to the user.  

VariTask achieves just that by allowing workers to alternate positions throughout 

the day making them more comfortable, more energetic and more productive. It’s 

time for work environments to change and VariTask LT is the most cost effective  

solution to true sustainability. 
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VariTask

Lost productivity and workers’ compensation 

costs due to work related injuries 

have quadrupled over the last twenty years,  

yet most work environments  

remain unchanged.

Model Shown 
685LTW
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VariSustainable

AdjuSTmenT Electric Drive Mechanism

BASe AdjuSTmenT RAnGe 25" to 41.5" (16.5" Total Travel)

TOTAL LIFT CAPACITY  
(includes surface)

Supports up to 120 lbs.

COnFIGuRATIOn Single-Column

BASe FOOTPRInT 36"W x 25"D

mAXImum SuRFACe SIZe 42"W x 30"D Corner/Rectangular

Model Shown 609LT



XR
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VariTask

The most cost effective way to promote  

wellness in the workplace is to allow the  

environment to adapt to the workers  

rather than forcing the workers to adapt to it.

There are few things in life where the one-size-fits-all approach is effective.  

Office furniture is no exception. By providing height adjustability in the workplace, 

employers can not only accommodate a diverse workforce, but when used in 

conjunction with a panel-based system, also eliminate the need for facilities to 

raise or lower the surface height when departments move or new employees 

start. And what could be more ideal than VariTask for multi-shift applications?
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VariAccommodating

XR accommodates nearly any 

individual, regardless of stature,

by providing a comfortable sit-to-stand 

position between 24"-50.5".

26.5"

Model Shown 5300L
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XR

VariTask

Recent research shows that by simply standing for 2 hours throughout an  

average workday you can burn an extra 280 calories. In one year, that can 

amount to a loss of roughly 20 lbs. No dangerous diet pills, no living at the gym 

and no yo-yo dieting. No joke. And with over 100 billion dollars spent last year 

by U.S. corporations in workers’ compensation, direct medical expenses and 

lost productivity, it appears the time is now for companies to focus on creating a 

healthier work environment.

Studies show that the body burns  
more calories standing than it does sitting. 

Help reduce the average weight of your workforce  

by providing sit-to-stand adjustability  

in their work environment.

Model 530L Shown  
with optional modesty panel 
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VariHealthy

AdjuSTmenT Electric Drive Mechanism

BASe AdjuSTmenT RAnGe 24" to 50.5" (26.5" Total Travel)

TOTAL LIFT CAPACITY  
(includes surface)

2-Leg Supports up to 250 lbs.;  
3-Leg Supports up to 375 lbs.

COnFIGuRATIOn Dual or Triple-Column

BASe FOOTPRInT  2-Leg 38.81"W x 26.38"D 
3-Leg 26.38" x 76.68" x 76.68" x 26.38"

mAXImum SuRFACe SIZe 2-Leg 60"W x 36"D
3-Leg Corner 30" x 84" x 84" x 30"

Model Shown 5310L



e-Series

Workers who alternate between sit and stand positions throughout their  

daily schedule are more productive and stay on task longer. Another  

benefit of height adjustable workstations is improved employee recruitment and  

retention. The Employee Engagement Index, which measures employee  

satisfaction, reports that 82% of employees surveyed preferred the flexibility  

of a sit-to-stand workstation.
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VariTask

Studies show comfortable workstations return  

as much as a full work week, per  

employee, back to the organization in the  

form of increased productivity.

Model Shown 
610L
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VariProductive

AdjuSTmenT Electric Drive Mechanism

BASe AdjuSTmenT RAnGe 26" to 42" (16" Total Travel)

TOTAL LIFT CAPACITY  
(includes surface)

Supports up to 150 lbs.

COnFIGuRATIOn Single-Column

BASe FOOTPRInT Rectangular 35.56"W x 24.00"D
Corner 44.09"W x 24.95"D

mAXImum SuRFACe SIZe 48"W x 30"D

Model Shown 650WL



Classic

What could be easier than the effortless movement of VariTask? Give your  

workforce the benefits of height adjustability without the cost of manually  

adjusting surfaces for each new employee. The unique VariTask Classic Dual Col-

umn model offers independent height adjustment of the keyboard and monitor  

surfaces for a full range of sit or stand work positions. Perfect for graphic design 

or engineering related tasks.
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VariTask

With the simple push of a button,  
VariTask Classic reduces stress and strain on  

the neck, shoulders and back by allowing  

users to continue working, yet alternate  

positions throughout the day.

Model Shown 
12348L
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VariSimple

AdjuSTmenT Electric Drive Mechanism

BASe AdjuSTmenT RAnGe 26" to 40" (14" Total Travel)

TOTAL LIFT CAPACITY  
(includes surface)

Supports up to 250 lbs. per column

COnFIGuRATIOn Single or Dual-Column

BASe FOOTPRInT

Single/Dual Rectangular  
35.00"W x 25.25"D
Single/Dual Corner  
29.50"W x 25.25"D

mAXImum SuRFACe SIZe Rectangular 60"W x 30"D
Corner 48"W x 30"D

Model Shown 47300L



Stealth

The average working American spends more waking hours in their office than  

they do at home. VariTask Stealth’s unique design helps to create an attractive,  

comfortable environment that is sure to have employees performing at their 

best. With VariTask Stealth not only can you provide them with style, you can 

also provide them with strength. Strength with sit-to-stand adjustability that lifts 

up to 550 lbs. of equipment. Now that’s impressive.
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VariTask

The aesthetically appealing design of  

VariTask Stealth allows height adjustability  

to be integrated into any  
office space or  

application, seamlessly.

Model Shown 
22114L
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VariImpressive

AdjuSTmenT Electric Drive Mechanism

BASe AdjuSTmenT RAnGe 26" to 42" (16" Total Travel)

TOTAL LIFT CAPACITY  
(includes surface)

2-Leg Supports up to 450 lbs.;  
3-Leg Supports up to 550 lbs.

COnFIGuRATIOn Dual or Triple-Column

BASe FOOTPRInT Rectangular 83.25"W x 24.00"D
Corner 24" x 73.75" x  73.75" x 24"

mAXImum SuRFACe SIZe Rectangular 96"W x 36"D
Corner 30" x 84" x 84" x 30"

Model Shown 23118L



Basic

VariTask Basic has a very simple – one could say “basic” – solution to improving 

user comfort. With a few effortless turns of the ergonomic handle, the seated 

height can be adjusted from a low of 22" to a high of 33". And as with every other 

VariTask product, Basic can be integrated into any existing systems workstation. 

Basically, you can’t go wrong.
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VariTask

For the cost conscious customer, 
VariTask Basic provides our most affordable 

height adjustable solution while still  

maintaining all the advantages  

of ergonomics.

Model 250 Shown  
with optional  leg covers 
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VariSensible

AdjuSTmenT Manual Crank (Removable)

BASe AdjuSTmenT RAnGe 22" to 33" (11" Total Travel)

TOTAL LIFT CAPACITY  
(includes surface)

Supports up to 150 lbs.

COnFIGuRATIOn Dual-Column

BASe FOOTPRInT 33.69"W x 26.38"D

mAXImum SuRFACe SIZe Rectangular 60"W x 30"D
Corner 48"W x 30"D

Model Shown 295W



Product finishes that are shown are reproduced as faithfully 
as possible within the limitations of the printing process.

10%

Cert no. SGS-COC-003352


